4MAT

Learn 4 languages in one day!
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Learning - the natural cycle

Cooperation - you and the team

Successful communication

There are four basic ways people perceive and process
information. We call it learning styles. In this class
you’ll discover not only your own learning style, but
also how to motivate and engage every single person
in a group, in every session - using the 4MAT method.

How do you prefer to learn? What you need to maximize
your strengths in a learning situation, - for a meeting or
in a work situation? Discover how easy you can learn to
stretch into a different approach that allows you to communicate with other learning types “in their language"...

Learn to use a simple and successful 4 steps method
in both your oral and written communication. With
this method you can ensure your message gets
through containing all essential elements, such as
motivation, content, action and a perspective of use.
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09.00: Welcome and presentation

Hemispheric Preferences

4MAT 4-step model - who has

Mutual presentation/reconciliation of expectations.

Are you mostly dominated by your right or left
hemisphere? How does it effect the way you
perceive and process knowledge? and what does
it mean in regards to the way you communicate?

responsibility for communication?

The essential question of today

How do I create successful communication
where I take personal differences into acacount?

Learn to speak the 4 languages
Why is succesful communication
and learning important?

What do you think are extra important for you
in relation to communication and learning?

We practice how to target communications to
each of the four learning types. We focus on
what motives each type, how you spot them
in your daily life, and how to secure succesful
communication.

Learning styles - your preferences,
strengths and development potentials

Team overlay and differences

Discover your own personal learning style! Are
you primarily the empathetic, analytical, practical
or the dynamic type? - And what does it mean?

Take a closer look at how your team is constructed.
Define areas of challenges areas of flow. Use the
diversity positively and create even better results.

The one sending out the message is responsible
for the receiver understanding it! With the 4-step
model we focus on how to send a messages to a
larger group of different larning styles and ensuring
that everyone feels meet on their preferences.
Perspectives

How can you use your new language skills? Where,
when and how you integrated the new knowledge in
your daily life? In what contexts they will new skills
to create value for you, your team and your business?
We reflect and create an action plan.
Evaluation

Thank you - we look forward to seeing you again.
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